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Powerful Network Security
The Mission Multiplier SATURN-i (System, Application, Traffic, & User Regulation Network Interface)

provides a comprehensive solution for content filtering, malware and threat protection, secure Wi -Fi,

application control, bandwidth optimization, virtual private networks, insider threat, and more – all customizable 

to your cybersecurity and IT needs.

The SATURN-i solution also combines unified threat management (UTM) capabilities with policy management tools, 

so IT administrators can monitor, manage, and shape all internet traffic on the network. It provides you with the 

highest-value all-in-one network security solution in the industry, safeguarding commercial businesses, remote 

offices, not-for-profits, schools, and government Departments and Agencies at all levels.

Complete Network Visibility
See who’s doing what and when on your network. Stop every rogue application, encrypted web request, malware 

distribution point, drive-by malvertising attempt, and rash of spam. Control user access to applications, websites 

and bandwidth allotment with a simple click.

Comprehensive Security
SATURN-i gives you more protection at the gateway in a single solution— saving you time and money. Tackle 

malware, hacking attempts, phishing schemes and other exploits before they ever reach your users.

Deep Analysis and 

Reporting
Leverage database-driven reports for 

real-time and historical insights –

all delivered without the need for a 

separate appliance. Tags and 

triggers provide complete audit logs 

and increased speed configuration 

and enforcement by automatically 

managing hosts, devices and users.



Flexible 

Architecture
You can use our 

preconfigured hardware 

or deploy the SATURN-i

in a cloud environment.
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Capabilities Overview
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Sophos Dell SonicWall Cisco Meraki

Deployment Type
On-Premises, Cloud,

or VM

On-Premises or

Cloud
On-Premises On-Premises

Advanced Web Filtering ✔ ✔

Application Control ✔ ✔ ✔

SSL Inspection ✔

Firewall Security ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Gateway Security ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Antivirus Security ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

IPS ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

VPN ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Email Security ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Integrated Reporting by Policy ✔

Dashboard Monitoring ✔ ✔ ✔

Dashboard Publishing ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Insider Threat Protection ✔ ✔

Cost Effective ✔

Free Trial ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Set-Up Wizards ✔ ✔ ✔

Recommended Configurations ✔ ✔ ✔

Why SATURN-i?
We offer over 20 different applications that provide a full suite of data protection, web filtering,

insider threat monitoring, and more; you choose what you need.
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Cost Effective
The Mission Multiplier 

SATURN-i is cheaper 

than any other solution 

on the market.

Customize to What 

You Need
Start with one of our 

many industry-specific 

recommended app 

configurations, then 

customize it to fit your 

exact needs. Don’t know 

what that would look 

like? We’ll help.


